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AbsU_ InUodu_

The combuslion behavior of metal-oxygen
reactions in a weakly buoyant environment is studied
to understa_ the rate-controlling mechanisms in the
homogeneous and L_e_o_neous comb_ of bulk
metals. CylJ_Iric_l titanium and magnesium

specimens are ignited in p_en at pressures
ranging fi'om 0.l to 4.0 atm. Reduced gravity is
_tained from an airca_t flying parabolic trajectories.

A weakiy buoyant environment is generated at low
presmrm under normal gravity and also at 1 aim ender

reduced gravity (0.01 g). The similarity between _es¢

two _tal condilions comes flora the p2g

buoyancy scale extracted fzom the Gmsl_ number.
Lower propagation rates of the molten interface on
titanium r_mplm are found at progressively lower
pressures at I g. In the reduced-gravity experiments at
1 atm, the propagation velocity is almost half the value
obtained at 1 g. These rates are compa_ to
theoretical results flora heat conduction analys_ with a
diffu_on/convoction coutzullcd reaction. The close

agreement found between experimental and theoretical
values indicate the importance of mtural _-

enhanced oxygen u'auspon on combus_on rates. For
magnesium, progressively longer burning times are
exped_ccdat lowerpxmsmcsaud lg. Undermiuccd
gravity condiu'om at I aim, a burning time twice as
long_ in Igi_ exh_ited. However, in this case, the

validityofthep2g buoyancymale remai= unte_ due
to the inability to obtmn steady gas-phase bundng of
the magnesium sample at 0.1 aim. Nevertheless,
longe_ burning times and larger flame standoff"
distances at low premmes and at low gravity points to a
diffusion/convection conu_Ued reaction.
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Reactions between metals and gaseous species

are important in a nmnbcr of pracqical systems. These
include: rocket propellants with metal particles added
for increaseA thrust and suppression of combustion

_smbility, the self-propagsdng high-temperature

synthesis processes (SHS) to produce new high
temperature material& the combustion of metal fuels

for plan¢m7 mission_, and vapor-depo_tion processes.
In spi_ of the many pmc_:al appficafions, the
combustion of metals remains an incomp_y
un_ phenomenon due to the in_mction of the

complex proces_ involved, indudJ.ug low-
_e =Lrface oxidation, oxidizer diffusion,
he,_ogcn¢ous reactions,product condensation,high-

emissivity of produc_s, natural convection, and multi-
phase thermodynamics and reaction kinetics.

As has been the case _O.th many other

combustion phenomena, conducting metal combustion
_t_ in the absence of gravity may provide
further unders_tnd_ng of the complex physical and
Ommical mechanisms involve_ A miaoOavi_

environment reduces the dism,-'bing buoyant effects that
frequently obscure weaker forces inch as molecular
_on. At the mine time thi_ type of eavironment

permits detailed, longer-duration observatlom in larse-
scale cx-pcrm_ which aze usually inaccessible duc to
the rapid development of buoyancy.4_iven
disturbances. The use of mbatmospheric pressur_ can
also reduce the effect of natural couvect_ aod allow

larger spatial and temporal scales for flame mxfie_.
Gravity and pressure effects on buoyancy

induced convection ar_ linked through the

number (Gr) which evalnates the rdative importance
of molecularand buoyant transport.The Grashof
number is defined as:

o)

wherc Ap is the characteristic density difference, p is
the mean density, g is the acceleration of g_vity, L is
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the characteristiclengthscale,and v is the kinematic
viscosi_,. _ the_r_,ity _) and.pr_u_ (p)
dependencefromF.q. (D resultsin the fS buoyancy
scale_. The use of low pressures at normal gravity to
reduce the effect of buoyancy has been employed in the
studyofseveralflameconfigurationsTM.

Inthecaseofmetalsthep2&buoyancyscale

canbeusedtoassesstheiupot'tanasofgasdie.ionas
a burning-ratecontroningmechanism. Several
mechanisms have been identifieds as being rate-
controlllngatmetalburningtemperaturesincluding:a)
oxygendi_mion/unrvectioatothesamplesurface,b)
physicaland ch_ adsorptionofoxygenn_lecules
and atomsat the oxygen-oxide_, c) _on
of ionsth.,oeghthe oxide layer,and d) reactionat the
oxide-metalboundary. Thepressurediepmdencyvade_
for eac,h of the_ processes. Conducting expedments at
vaziom gravity levels while keeping the pn_Jze
constant has the advantage of assessing only the role of
oxygen _n and convection on the bundng rate.
Onthe other hand, expedme_ at va:ines pressures at
normal gravity may be used, to correlate the burning
rates _ under both sets of _
condition¢ WJdlemany invcstiBations¢9 have_udied
the erect of InCmue on metalmmbus_a onlya few
stndieshave evaluated the influence of Oavity on the
bundnSbehavi_ of meta_ l° .

By conduceag e_rhne_ at_ced sravity
a_l conslaat preuure and at vado_ _ at
normal gravity, the present invc_gation provid_ new

into the Ix_bl¢ role of exygan
di_mion/convecfionas a tate-contzolling mechani_
in the buntingof bulk mettlsin pure oxygen.
Titanium (Tl) andmagnesium(Mg) metalsam chosen
to xeptesmt the two diferent ¢ombe_ion modes
observedin metals:hetcxogenm_ multi-phasesurface
combe_on (as in Ti) and homogeneous,gas-phase
combmeoa(astn MS). _a_ _tace _,
p_asaeon rates, bw_g _ and
measurements are obtained ander ammal and zeduced
gravity. Rede_ed Oavity is obtai_ fiem an ai._r_
flying parabolic U-ajectode_ V'uma/evidence of
phenomemb providedbyhigh-q_d cinematography.

The appata_ and _ pmccdu_
used in this im,e_gafion have been thoroughly

previouslySe.11,hea_ on],/a brief description
w/ll be givon here. A sc.hema_c of the ex_
$3,stem i| slu_Mt in Irlg. I.

The ignition source _ of a 1000.W
xenon lamp that generates a highly collimated beam

(4° half angle) with broadband radiation 000-1100
nm). An asphedc lens focuses the beam to provide a
2-MW/m_power density on the top surface of a 4-ram-
diameter and 4-ram-high metal specimen that dts on
an alumina holder. A 4.5-L, stainless steel, cylindrical
combustion vessel hees_ the leas, metal
and alunfiua holder. Optical access for the movie
camera and spectrograph is provided th,'eeSh two
fmed-s_ica _le windows,while a third window is used
fursamplereplammcnt.Tiand Mg metal
(99.95%purity)areburnedin an 02 envirunment
(99.6%rain.)atpremuretvaryingfrom 0.Ito4 arm.
The mrfa_ tempetatu_ is measured with a 0.125-ram
diameter, type R thennaca_le attached to the outer
wall of the rumple.

J tins _.

lq_re I. Diagr_noftheexperimentals_

A hlgh_ 16-ram movie _unera previdm
_ and flame vi_ the images are also
used for measmement of propagation rates mul bun_
timee. With a 7.5" shatter and Weeds up to $00
_n_s/s, eqx)su_ times m short as 1/20,000 s are
obtaiaed. _ addte_ to via_te Ught iw_, eme-
and q_u_-xemlved spectral inksmation on gas-phase
rcactnts and products is _ with an inn_ing
spectrographand a 1024-dement diode arraydetectm'.

The esI_.meat is conuonedme:elyby a
compute¢,a digital/analog data a_lui_ion born'd,and
m _ code wdum in graphictt pro_nam_ng
soamre. The _du_.gravtty expemnem were
conducted onboard the NASA.Lewis DC-9 Research
Aircraft in Cleveland, Ohio. Up to 20 s of reduced
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gravity (_'-0.01g) were availablein a single parabolic
maneuver. A minimum of ten tests were oonducted for
each recta/at the variouspressures and gravity leveLs
to ensureexperimentalrepmt_ity.

Results and Discu_on

The role of oxygendiE_on/conwctioa on the
burring rotes of Ti and Mg is evainated by two sets of
experiments. The resets form the reduced-gravity
tests at a constant pressure are d/rcnssed first followed

the results from the testsat va_ous pmssm_ at
normal gravity. A comparison of the observations
fz_. _ two_ts is a_d by._ e_g
__a_.

ReducedGrav_

For Ti the critical temperature (T,,_) of the
sampl_---t_ tempermm_ at which the heatg_
by oxidat/on tint overcomes heat losses, leading to
ignhinn---occu_ at a point on the top rim of the
cy]/nder at around 1750 K. Aflm_ard, a molten mass
cons/s_ng of a _ of meCd and ox/des torts
traveliag ac_ou the epper _m'ace of the speci_,_
Under normal _ _ gr_4ty c_i_,
dowawaxd propagatioa of a spherical mast fol]o_ in a
smooth, none:q)Imlve fashlon until n:_,_g the
alumina base, No evidence of emissioa flmn pseons
species is foend from the vi_'ole images mkm by the
h/gh-speed eamera. The lack of any dgammm vapor.
phase reactionsdining this stageof the combustion
process (further verified by sl_,'troscopic
nzammmmts), points m the existence of a
predominantly heterogeneous xmction with condensed
products in the liquid and solid surfaces of the
_ectmen.

Figure 2 shows a _'aph of the vertical distance
traveled by the molten sm'fitcem a function of_umefor
typicalrumplesat 1 S and towg. Thepropegation
velocitim inf_red fi_m the dope of the fiued lines are
16.2 mm/s and 8.7 mm/s under uormal and low
gravity. Similar velod_ies were obtained for all the
samples tested (with standard dcvi_ons of 0.6 mm/s
and 0.3 mm/s for the l-g and the low-g cas_
teq_-evdy).

Evaluating the ratio of propaga6on velocities
at nmmal (V,) and low (V_ gravity gives a value of
1.86. A _eady Im_paga_on_ dining this period
at 1 g sugse_ that the propagation velocity has not
beea altered by the influence of tha gradty fm,ce oathe

molten mass---also confirmed by the _heri_M shape of
the reacting mass in the high-speed photooaphs.
Fmthenn_re, a calcolafion of the Bond number (Bo =
gravitational fozue/surface tension force) under these
conditions results in values below 0.1. For large values
of the Bond number(Bo >1), acceleration can oc¢or by
lateral dripping when the _vila_onal force overcome_
the surface tension force holding the molten mass
together.
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Figure 2. Propagation of the reacting molten
mass in Ti samples under normal and reduced
gravity at I aun.

Following a theoretical approach similar to
the coe used for gaseous flame propagation, several
studies_,n ha_ &ta_,d an expression of the form
V.--(w)m to calculate the propagadon velocity V along
metal cylinden u.ndex'going hetemgeneous surface
burning with a rate of reaction w. Considedng the
diffmiea and convection of 02 to the sample as the
rate-limiting step, the reaction rate becomes
plg_'tional tO "lP"((_r) TM, Wh_4C_ _ is _ Gg'd&_f

mnnber. The propagation velocity then depends on Gr
as F-(Gr) t_, so that Y.-(g) yr. Evaluating VJ_for Ih¢

(] g) and low gravity (0.01 g) cases, a
themetiml ratio of 1.78 is obtained. The close
agreement between expcrin_otal (1.86) and theos_icel
(1.78) ratios of propagation velocittm indIcatm the
importance of the influence of natural_onvecfion-
enhanced oxygen transporton combustion rates.

This result disagrees with findings f_om
studies that suggest oth_ rate-_aurol_g mechanisms
for metals exhibiting heterogeneous combustion.
Amoag these proposed mechani.m_ are: a) the
incorporafiouof oxyge_intothe oxidela_, physical
and chemical adsorption of c_gen on the oxide
_L,'fi_ t', and c) themL,d_ of oxygen with the ngUd

0.20
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iathemoitcubalI x4. The first two mechanisms may
control the burning rate in the presence of a
continuous, coherent oxide layer which separates the
mctat from the oxygen. Based on the high-speed
movie images recorded in the present investigation,
non-coherent, irregular patches of liquid oxides are
clean'y _en flozing and moving on the molten ball.
Even though no reliable informatian is currently
available on adsot_on rates of oxygen through liquid
metals and oxides,adsozpdonrates in the liquid state
should be significantly higher than in solids since
liquid oxides are not cmlsidered effec_c dlf_on
barrier_is.

A poor mixing of metal and oxygen would
occur in the case of slow c_ulation of nmterial in the
molten ball. In the aforementionedburning Ti samples
strong circulation currents are observed in the molten

This d.,calafion Lscaesed, for the most part,
by surface tension driven flow in a region with a

_ gnd/eat--au additionat smart
cantfibution may also come from unstable density
gradients in the normal gravity case. An estimate of
the maguitude of this g_ce tension driven
flow b pos_le by evaluating the Marangonl number,
M'a, which considers the relative importance of surface
tension and viscous Force& A detailed evaluation _1of
this number based on experimental measurements and
thermophysi_ data of liquid Ti gives a value of-_a-
6931. Since a Manmgoni nttmbe_ above the critical
valuoMa,,_,, 80 is miuired for _ onsetof a surface-

calculated value indicatu a strong flow circulation
iadde the moltenmau. Thiscizcula_onallowsfor an
efficient adsorl_n ef oxygen and a thorough and
rapid mixing of reactants. Thus, a_ording to the
results of the low-gravity expcrim_ts, the ratc-
controlling ._.h_ni_., in the combustion of bulk Ti
samples appear to be the _n/convcction of
oxygento thesamplesurface.

times and a qualitative _iscussion of important
phenomenais given.

From the visible images and emission specWa
measurements,the structureof the luminoes flame that
engulfs the sample after the passage of the ignition
wave is in general agreement with the extended
reaction zone model of Glassman ct al_s. According to
this model, an inner region of Mg-02 vapor-phase
reactianis followedby M80 condensation;the solid
MgO parlides eventually pile up in the brisht whi_e
flame frontcapturedin the h/gh-speed photographs,

Duringfully devdoped comb'_on, buoying-
generatedconvection currenl_ are responsible forthe
main differencesobserved in the two gravity cases
investigated. At 1g, high convection currentsforming
an elongated vertical plume enhance burning by
increasing 02 flux to the reaction zone and by
removing oxide prodects that may constitute a barrier
to 02 diffusion. The proximity of the resulting flame
front to the metal sample h an indication of fast
bumi_ nte_ In comparison, at low gr_V
condition& the _ redu_don of com_-tion---
threefold, av:ot_g to the (Gr)TM _d
the in.eased re_ce to O: _on by unnbus_n
products _sh the oxygen trae._rt. Thus in the
reduced-gravity case a broader, outer blue zone (of
stagnant oxideparticles in the abse_ee of convection
_.m_ts) and an incr_! flamc standoff"distan_
from the metal core is detectedin the l_gh-slz_
photo_'q_s ascompar_ to the 1-_ cme. The flame
fzont diameter increasesto __c_,mm,_41te
oxygenflux andmaintainthestoichiomeuy.Burning
times vaxywidely depending en the anmber ofjm and
explosieas that accelerate comberdon. Neve_de_,
the average bun_g time at low gravity 0.9 s) is
almost twice the average valee at 1g (2.2 s). A similar
etfe_t of low gravity on burning rates of gas-phase

x_-fions have been ob_._d in many other
flame configurations_.

In the _ of Mg. a critical temperanue of
1050 K is ebttiaed. Following the first flash generated
by the Mg-O_ vapor-pha_ hoffi_genams _'_ion, an
ignition wave runs through the sample driven by the
difference between the flame ten_rautre (near 3430
K, the vaporization.decompesidon point of MgO_7)
and the _ of the unreacted metal, which is
near the Mg boiling point (1366 K). Owing to the
imgetarlyshaped(acon._ee_ of metalmete_g
before ignition), porous, solid oxide layer surrounding
the sample, no attempt was made to calculate surface
regression rate& Instead, an eva/uation of burning

Pressere_

a) Titanium

The effect of pressureon propagation rates of
Ti bulk rumples is evaluated by experiment_ condncted
at normal gravity at pressures in the 0.1 to 4.0 atm
range. The test at 0.1 a_m is intended to replicate the
weakly buoyantcondition expedenc_l in the reduced
gravity aircraft at 0.01 $. The similarity of
expedme_ conditionscom_fromthep_zbueyancy
scaledescn'oedintheIntroduction.

The resaI_sfrom the seriesof pressure

experiments are shown in a plot of propagation rate vs.

4
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02 pressure (Fig. 3). The trendline in the figure shows
a linear variation of the propagation rate with the
square root of the oxygen pressure. This result agrees
with px_-vious propagation rate-pressure relationships
obtained by several re._arch groups with various
metals_4. The decreasing trend in propagating rates at,
progressively lower pressurm appears to indicate thc
existence of a di_us/on/convec_on controlled n=ction.
The close agreement of the mean propagation
velocities at 0.01 g and 1 atm (8.7 ram/s) and at 0.1
mm at normal gravity U3 sum/s) scan to confirm this
hypothesis. Care musk however, be _ in
assigning the control of thc burning rate m a sinslc
mechanism at these low premuge_ According to
Hirano ct ,,1.i_, other mechanisms such as physical and
chemical adsorption of oxygen atoms into the molten
oxide also follow a square mot dependency with
pressure. Although a continuous,coherent oxide layer
summnding the molten ball is not observed in the
burning Ti samples, several rate.controlling
mechanisms may be compctin8 at low subaUnosphcrlc
plcr,sur_.

iO,

I"
|.

D

oz PRESSURE{ram)

4 $

l_un 3. Propagationratm of rig reacting
molten mass in Ti samplesat normal gravity
under various oxygen pressures.

Tests at lower-dum_.l arm press-ores were
atu_pc=d with no ¢vid¢_:_ c_ a combustion cvcm. It
is bedieved that an igniU'on limit _ than a
flammabil_ limit is xeacl_ at tlgse low pmmues.
Due to the x_luced Qonvectien of oxygen, the smface
oxidation of the solid metal prior to ignition my
switch from a kinetic- to a diffusion-controlled

reaction At a low rate of heat generationby oxidation
as compmed m the high ra_ of the various heat losses,
a _ temperature is never geach_ Instead, an
increasingly thicker, refractive oxide layer is slowly

formed resulting in the inability of the lamp to heat up
the sample above its conduction and radiation losses.
After several seconds of heating, a steady temlgrature
less than a 100 K lower than the critical tcml_raturc is
recorded by the thermoo0uple attached to the metal
surface.

b) Magncsium

The same set of experiments at pressures from
0.1 to 4.0 arm were conducted with Mg. For the
geasons explained previously, the burning time of the
Mg samples is measured instead of the burning rate of
an irrc_arly shapedmoltenspecimc.. The
times follow the same trc.ndwith pressure as observed
in the propagation rates of Ti samples. Shorter
burning times characterized by sharply etongated
flames occurat progressively higher prcssurc_ Loug=r
burning times and broader flames are cx_'bit_ at
subatmospheric premm_ wlgre buoyancy induced
conve_on is minimized. These observations dearly
show the diffusion/convection controlled reaction of

the gas-phase homogeneous combustion of Mg
A comparison of tlg burning behavior of Mg

sampk_ in the normal gravity tests at O.l arm v¢_'us
the tests performedat 0.01 g at 1 arm was not posm'blc.
Although according to the p2g relationship the same
buoyant conditions can be simulated under the two
_tal condi_ons, the distorting c_ct of gravity
on the shapc of the molten metal sample at normal
gravity can notbe _iminat_ The cylindrical shape or"
the Mg sample is rapidly destroyed after melting
leading to a total collapsc of the sample at 1 g. In
addition, no combustion event is detected at 0.1 arm
Instead, the metal is violently evaporated when, at the
boiling tempemUne of Mg, the force generated by its
vapor pressure exceeds the stngtm-al inte4grityof the
surface oxi& coating leading to its rupture. A
nonexplosive surface rcaction on the finely divided
condcnsi=g metal particles appears to take place
at?r_ard leaving smaU oxi& panicles scaum_
around the combu_on cham_r. This dust is a
combina_n of Mg, MS,O, and son_ undeW.,mined
intcgmediate oxides. This behavior may be due to a
switch from a homogeneous gas-phase reaction to a
lzO_guzous susfaco rcac_on in the particles
at sufficiently low pressure_ The posu'bilk'yofMg-O_
hetemgemous reactions occurring in d_ oxide surface
at low temperamrm and pressures has been proposed
by Markst¢/nin a study of the reaction of small metal
pamclcscxtcmallyheatedatvc_ towpressure.
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Coadmions

The combustion behavior of metal-oxygen
ttactiom in a weakly buoyant ¢nvironmtnt is midied

to understand the rate_ontrclling mechanisms in the
homogeneous and heterog_eous combustion of bulk
metals. The ¢xp=imzntal setup consists of a 1000-W
xenon lamp that inadiat=_ the top mrfa= of cylimlfiml
_a_imn and __ _ 4 mm in diameter
and 4 mm in length, in a quiescent, pure-oxygen
¢m4mnment at pressures ranging from O.t to 4.0 aim.
Rcdm:_ gravity is obtained from an aircraft flying
parabolic trajectories. Qualitative obsmvat_ns,
propagation rates and bunting times arc extractedfrom
hish-speed ¢lmmato_dpby. Endssion _tra of gas-

phase reactions are obtained with an imldng
spectrograph/diode array syst¢_ I.

A weakly buoyant anvimnmeat is generated at
low pressurm under normal gavity (1 g) and also at a

presm_ of 1 arm undex roduced gravity (0.01 g). The
stmiladty between thc_ two expa'imcntal conditions
comes fl, om the p2& factor extracted from the Grashof

number. _ propagation velocities of the molten
interface on titanium samples (heterogeneous surface
burning) ate found at progressively lower p_ at
Ig. In the recktced gravity expm'imants at 1 arm, the
propagation velocity is almost ball the value obtained
=xg. _ =xpe¢_ rmn t_ _g trooy=_ sc_=, _
propagation velocity at O.X arm and I & is relatively
closc to the value flared at 1 mm and 0.01 g. These
ram are comparal to tlzo_cal results from heat
candu_'on amlysm with a _on/cowa_on

omltolled reaction. The clos_ agreement found
expefimeatal and _ values indicate

the _0_onaac= of _ con_x:tioa<=]_oc_ o_
mmsport on combustion rates.

Pot magnesium sample, (homogcncotm gas-
phase Immiag), pmgrmsiv_ langer burttin$ times are 7.
cxp_ atIow_ prcssur_and I g. Undm- mtmzd
gravity ¢ondttiom at I arm, a burning ti_ twicz as

long as in 1 g is ealu'bited. However, in this case the 8.
validity of the p=g b=w',/mcy sca1¢remains unt¢s_ due
to the inability to obtain steady gss-plmse bundng of
the magmsium sample at 0.1 ram; at this prcssurc tiM:
mud samp_ simpty c'vaponm without ignit_0a,
followed by which appears as noncxp4osiv¢ suffacc
reaction on the flncly dividal condeasing mmal
pastic_, lqmanthde_ a clear ucnd of Iong_ bucudng 9.

and larger flame mmdoff distances at low
pressures aud at low gravity Izints to a

difl_on/convection com_lled reaction. An unique
aspect of this work is the usc of a reduced gravity
eavitonment to evaluate the role of buoyancy-induced

oxidizer transport in the training rate of bulk metal-

oxygen reactions at a constant pressure. This
technique climinatcs the uncertainty introduced by the
influence of other possible pressure-dependent rate-
controlling mechanisms in studies of weakly buoyant

metal flames at low pressures.
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